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Technology Focus: Data Acquisition
High-Rate Digital Receiver Board
This board converts a personal computer into a versatile telemetry-data-acquisition system.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland
A high-rate digital receiver (HRDR)
implemented as a peripheral compo-
nent interface (PCI) board has been de-
veloped as a prototype of compact, gen-
eral-purpose, inexpensive, potentially
mass-producible data-acquisition inter-
faces between telemetry systems and per-
sonal computers. The installation of this
board in a personal computer together
with an analog preprocessor enables the
computer to function as a versatile, high-
rate telemetry-data-acquisition  and de-
modulator system. The prototype HRDR
PCI board can handle data at rates as
high as 600 megabits per second, in a va-
riety of telemetry formats, transmitted
by diverse phase-modulation schemes
that include binary phase-shift keying
and various forms of quadrature phase-
shift keying. Costing less than $25,000
(as of year 2003), the prototype HRDR
PCI board supplants multiple racks of
older equipment that, when new, cost
over $500,000. Just as the development
of standard network-interface chips has
contributed to the proliferation of net-
worked computers, it is anticipated that
the development of standard chips
based on the HRDR could contribute to
reductions in size and cost and increases
in performance of telemetry systems. 
The circuitry on the HRDR board in-
cludes an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) and two high-rate digital demod-
ulator (HRDD) application-specific inte-
grated circuits (ASICs). The HRDR
board accepts a baseband radio fre-
quency telemetry modulation signal as
input. The ADC ASIC samples the input,
and the sampled data is demultiplexed
and sent to the two HRDD ASICs, which
demodulate the signal, recover the clock
and data components of the modulation,
bit-synchronize the data,  and serialize
and forward the data to the next stage. In
addition, the HRDD ASICs remove
Doppler shifts from the carrier and data
signals. Within each HRDD ASIC, the
data are further demultiplexed by a fac-
tor of two so that the HRDD processing
takes place in a total of four streams —
each stream at a quarter of the incoming-
data rate. Processing in multiple streams
at a rate lower than the incoming-data
rate makes it possible to use complemen-
tary metal oxide/semiconductor process-
ing circuitry that is relatively inexpensive
and could not perform adequately at the
incoming-data rate. 
The HRDR board outputs, depend-
ing on output interface setup, one or
two synchronous differential emitter
coupled logic (ECL) clock and data
output streams. The output interface
can be programmed to process and out-
put demodulated telemetry data in
multiple ways — for example, to per-
form CCSDS standard Viterbi decoding
of convolutionally encoded data using
either 3 bit soft symbols or hard sym-
bols as inputs, interleave data I and Q
channels into a single output stream, or
to output each channel independently.
The user can easily choose the output
format by means of a simple graphical
user interface. 
This work was done by Parminder Ghu-
man, Thomas Bialas, and Clifford Brambora
of Goddard Space Flight Center and David
Fisher of QSS Group, Inc. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package
(TSP) free on-line at www.techbriefs.com/tsp
under the Electronics/Computers category.
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Signal Design for Improved Ranging Among Multiple Transceivers
Acquisition, ranging, and telemetry signals are always present.
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
“Ultra-BOC” (where “BOC” signifies
“binary offset carrier”) is the name of an
improved generic design of microwave
signals to be used by a group of space-
craft flying in formation to measure
ranges and bearings among themselves
and to exchange telemetry needed for
these measurements. Ultra-BOC could
also be applied on Earth for diverse pur-
poses — for example, measuring rela-
tive positions of vehicles on highways
for traffic-control purposes and deter-
mining the relative alignments of ma-
chines operating in mines and of con-
struction machines and structures at
construction sites. Ultra-BOC provides
for rapid and robust acquisition of sig-
nals, even when signal-to-noise ratios
are low. The design further provides
that each spacecraft or other platform
constantly strives to acquire and track
the signals from the other platforms
while simultaneously transmitting sig-
nals that provide full range, bearing,
and telemetry service to the other plat-
forms. In Ultra-BOC, unlike in other
signal designs that have been consid-
ered for the same purposes, it is not nec-
essary to maneuver the spacecraft or
other platforms to obtain the data
needed for resolving integer-carrier-
cycle phase ambiguities.
A prior design provided for the
broadcasting of acquisition signals, fol-
lowed by rough-clock-synchronization
signals, followed by ranging and teleme-
try signals. In contrast, in Ultra-BOC,
the acquisition, ranging, and telemetry
signals are always present: Ultra-BOC
combines the BOC structure with con-
stant transmission of unmodulated
tones (that is, subcarrier signals) as ac-
quisition signals, plus low-rate clock syn-
chronization data, a pseudorandom-
noise (PRN) precise-ranging code, and
telemetry. A unique combination of
code-division multiple access and fre-
quency-division multiple access are em-
ployed to support simultaneous trans-
mission and reception of these signals
by many radio transceivers in the same
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